
RAPTOR BLACK
PROBONDultra®

Add stylish detail with this ripple finish panel, PROBOND Ultra Raptor 
Black® is ideal for use across automotive, recreational and industrial 
applications offering a unique sleek but robust appearance.

Applications

  Lower features 
on Caravans and 
Camper Trailers

 Trailer Cladding
 Toolbox Cladding
  Does not mark 

or dent easily

 

 




superior routing 
performance

vertical panel, 
circular or jig-saw

lightweight 
yet rigid

versatile and 
easily formable

uniform, 
flat sheets

superior quality 
and performance

extended 
durability

RV Cladding

uniform, 
textured surface



PROBOND Ultra® Raptor Black is ideal for use for stoneguard protection 
and highlight applications for caravans and recreational vehicles

AVAILABILITIES

Panel Thickness (mm) 3mm

Aluminium Thickness (mm) 0.30mm

Weight 4.50kg/m2

Standard Sizes (mm) 2440mm X 1220mm,  3660mm X 1220mm 

PROBOND Ultra® Raptor Black is the ultimate aluminium composite panel and 
is suitable for high quality long-lasting cladding details in mobile situations. It is 
particularly suited for use as stoneguard protection, the textured surface allows 
for retouching with minimum visual impact.
Also suitable for industrial situations, PROBOND Ultra® Raptor Black offers 
a stylish finish in typically punishing environments.
This unique panel has a PPG FEVE Coating for extended outdoor durability 
designed to withstand the harsh Australian UV conditions.
PROBOND Ultra® Raptor Black is the first choice for high quality long-term use
* Not suitable for horizontal applications or complete cladding.

Aluminium Skin
0.30mm Marine Grade aluminium 
offering superior performance, improved 
rigidity and excellent processing when 
CNC cutting and folding.

Face Finish
The face has a smooth, overall ripple 
textured pattern which has a Satin finish.

Paint Finish
The Ultimate in paint quality, PROBOND 
Ultra® Raptor Black is coated with a PPG FEVE 
Coating for extended outdoor durability. 
The face has a Satin finish.

Adhesive
Henkel™ Hot Melt Adhesive 
for superior adhesion. 

Core
Pure LDPE core material.

ADHESIVE 
TECHNOLOGIES

Quality
ISO 9001

PROBOND ARCHITECTURAL
T 1300 72 73 74    
www.probond.com.au
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